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Correlation Between Characters’ Development and the Risks They Take 
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Often stakes get raised in a novel due to events beyond a character’s control. For 

instance, at first a character—let’s call her Lily—hopes to be able to quit her job at the local 
bakery and get hired as a personal assistant to Vlad, the small town’s handsome and mysterious 
new resident who just moved into the spooky mansion at the edge of the woods. (Yeah, it’s 
weird that he only comes out at night and doesn’t own mirrors, but he’s, you know, hot, so 
everyone overlooks or excuses these eccentricities.) But then she loses her job at the bakery 
because the bakery suddenly is closed by the health department due to a random bat infestation, 
so she really needs the personal assistant job. And then after she gets the job she really really 
needs to keep it (even though Vlad is kinda creeping her out) because she is the sole caretaker for 
her elderly mother and young sister (how could she have both at the same time, you wonder? 
Yeah, me, too) and all of their money has been stolen in a home robbery. (For some reason her 
mother doesn’t believe in banks, and Lily has never been able to convince her otherwise.) Lily is 
a nice but shy and quiet person at the beginning of the book and is a nice but shy and quiet 
person at the end, when, luckily, as she worries that she is going to become Vlad’s personal 
ongoing hemoglobin snack, one of Vlad’s pet pitbulls accidentally pulls a curtain open in front of 
Vlad, and Vlad is turned to ashes by a rare ray of winter sunlight. (The small town is in a remote 
part of Washington State or Oregon or somewhere else atmosphere-y.) The end. 

 
Note that while the ante is getting upped, the character isn’t responsible for any of the 

things that are causing the stakes to get higher. Things happen to poor Lily. Everything is outside 
of her control. So while a lot happens here, none of it feels connected to the character or her 
development. This is problematic because as readers we want to have adventures vicariously, 
taking a ride inside Lily to experience things. But Lily isn’t as much driving the action as she is 
just being there for it. It’s the difference between riding a rollercoaster and watching it go around 
the track. 

 
Lily’s development doesn’t drive any of the action, nor does the action drive Lily’s 

development. Optimally, things that Lily do should cause other things to happen—not just good 
things, but also setbacks. In addition, circumstances should change Lily and cause her to grow 
(or even regress at times, but then grow again eventually). Your protagonist needs to take on 
larger risks in response to internal change rather than just external events. 

 
For instance, maybe Lily feels more confident after the interview (because Vlad flirted 

with her) and becomes so excited about the prospect of working for him that she mouths off to a 
customer at the coffee shop and gets fired. Note that this isn’t really “growth,” but it is change, 
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which is necessary for growth. It’s okay to change for the worse at first because that’s how 
people learn. In any case, her internal change has caused a situation in which she is now 
desperate for a replacement job…so desperate that even if she starts to feel like something is a 
little off about Vlad, she is willing to overlook it. Once she gets the job, internal changes need to 
keep driving the action like this rather than external things (everything stolen from her house!) 
and raising the stakes. 
 
 
Example: 
All Clammed up, by Barbara Ross (A Maine Clambake Mystery) 

Julia Snowden has returned to her small hometown to help save her family’s clambake 
business from bankruptcy, so what’s at stake is her family’s livelihood and her mother’s family 
home, which was mortgaged to keep the business going. She has figured out that the business 
can only afford to be closed for a certain number of days during the short tourist season, so when 
the best man at the clambake for the wedding they are hosting is found murdered at the site of 
the clambakes, the stakes are upped, as the clambakes (which take place on a small private 
island) cannot continue while the area is being investigated by the police.  

Guess whose idea taking on a wedding (instead of just sticking to the regular clambakes) 
was? Right, Julia’s. And it was an idea to which her brother-in-law, Sonny, who had been 
running the business (into the ground, as far as Julia was concerned) since her father died, had 
been greatly opposed. Cue the family tension and the heightened stakes.  

Now, not only is the business still on the line, but because Julia came up with the idea of 
catering weddings and she negotiated the bank loan that is barely keeping the bank alive but 
specifies that the business needs to operate on a specific minimum number of days, her 
relationship with her family is teetering. Soon, so is her confidence in herself. (She realizes that 
Sonny is not wholly responsible for the failure of the business. After all, she could have tried to 
help him but was busy leading a swanky life in NYC.)  

Eventually, of course, Julia’s own safety (much higher stake than the family’s business or 
her self-confidence) will be put on the line because of her insistence on wanting to make amends 
to her family (character development) by keeping the family business from bankruptcy—which 
requires solving the mystery. (And as every reader knows, poking around in a mystery will put 
you in danger’s way!) 
 
 


